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Here’s a walk-in track plan for a 12- by
12-foot space that breaks free from
that pesky rule of one. There are two

ovals for two-train operation. There are two
industrial wings: one a seaport and the
other a mining operation.

At the port are two Lionel gantry cranes.
At one end of the mining spur are two
American Flyer Seaboard coalers, and at
the other end there are—not just two—but
three modern-era Lionel ore loaders.

I can’t take credit for the overall shape
and design of this track plan. A fellow

named Kenneth Gentili designed a track
plan for the fictional Spokane, Pasco, &
Wallace Railroad, and it was published in
the September 1992 issue of Model
Railroader magazine. His HO scale track
plan, more complex than the one shown
here, was designed to make the most of a
corner in a room. Likewise, this O gauge
track plan is designed to fit into a corner.
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Breaking the Rule of OneLAYOUT

A red, white, and blue Central Vermont diesel leads a
hopper train full of stones through late-summer foliage
near Westminister, Vt., in 1988. John S. Murray

Most toy train layouts feature one water tower. One log loader. One automatic

gateman. One tunnel. One factory. One banjo signal. They are bound by the

“rule of one.” While few of us have just one locomotive, the rule of one,

nonetheless, still applies. One postwar Lionel Berkshire. One GG1 electric 

locomotive. One Lionel Phantom locomotive. One operating milk car. One 

bay window caboose.

Track and wiring

As shown, this track plan uses Lionel
tubular track and Lionel and K-Line track
switches, but it can be built with any brand
of track offering O-31, O-42, O-54, and O-72
curves. To build it as shown, you’ll also
need O-31, O-42, and O-72 track switches.

The main oval uses O-54 curves, as does
the approach track to the port. Both lines
burrow through two tunnel portals at the
rear corner of the layout.

A secondary oval that doubles as a figure-
eight is within the main oval. It uses O-31
curves and track switches, and it allows trains
on the main oval to reverse direction to run in
a clockwise or counterclockwise direction.

The mining spur departs the main oval
through an O-42 track switch (it’s the only
O-42 switch on the layout; a switch of a dif-
ferent size can be adopted) and swings
around the main oval more than 270
degrees while climbing up and over two of
the tunnel portals.
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MTH and Lionel have made modern-day
reproductions of this behemoth.

Reissues are available for a number of
other prewar and postwar Lionel acces-
sories dotting the layout: the nos. 164 
log loader, 282 gantry crane, 397 diesel-
type coal loader, 436 power station, and
438 signal tower. The American Flyer nos.
583 magnetic crane and 752 Seaboard
coaler have also been reproduced. Even the
Lionel no. 153 block signals can be mod-
ern-day products.

At the south end of the boomerang loop
are two modern tinplate structures: 
the multi-story Lionel factory and the
Lionel operating locomotive backshop. 
Not one but two magnetic cranes—one
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More plausibility
for this prewar-style
track plan: a Long
Island Railroad
train passes a
switch tower next
to an electric 
company facility
that is next to a
track switch. The
same positioning 
of tracks and 
structures can be
found on this track
plan. And how
about that Lionel-
style utility pole to
the left? Don Wood
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through the crossing, it turns off power to
the intersecting route’s block, preventing a
possible collision. The track plan shows
track-signal placements for such an
arrangement.

Should you choose this second level of
wiring, I suggest you lengthen the size 
of the oval loop. Otherwise, trains in that
loop will be stopping more often than
they’re going.

Freight and passenger trains

Speaking of trains, this track plan calls
for your best. Keep your ratted-out gondo-
las in the scrap yard near the Lionel mod-
ern-era locomotive backshop accessory.

The top-drawer tinplate accessories used
here call for some snazzy streamliners like
the prewar Lionel Flying Yankee and
American Flyer O gauge Union Pacific 
City of Denver; postwar trains like an 
F3-led Santa Fe streamliner set or GG1
Congressional set; or modern-era speed-
sters like K-Line’s Reading Crusader and
MTH’s RailKing Hiawatha and Southern
Pacific Daylight sets.

Don’t forget streamlined diesels, like

Alco PA-1s from Lionel and MTH, as well as
Electro-Motive E units from Williams,
Weaver, and K-Line. There’s also the brand-
new Hiawatha service Fairbanks-Morse
Erie-Built from Atlas O.

Freight service has a role, too. An old
warhorse steamer can service the scrap
yard and its gondola loads, while on the
oval loop there’s a need for flatcars to carry
lumber and hoppers to carry coal. And
someone has to fuel that giant no. 840
power station!

Scenery and accessories

While the accessories shown on the track
plan are decidedly tinplate, not all of them
have to be old. The grand Lionel no. 116
city station has been reproduced in modern
times by Lionel and others. Same for the
no. 129 terrace that’s used as a base for the
station. Across the front of the station are
two rows of Lionel station platforms, which
have been in production on and off for
more than half a century.

At the north end of the boomerang loop
is a prewar no. 840 power station, among
the largest accessories Lionel ever made.

QTY. DESCRIPTION
1     Gilbert 583 electromagnetic crane
1     Gilbert 586 wayside station
1     Lionel 45 automatic gateman
1     Lionel 092 signal tower
1     Lionel 116 station
1     Lionel 126 station
1     Lionel 127 station
1     Lionel 129 terrace
1     Lionel 137 passenger station
10   Lionel 153 automatic block signal
1     Lionel 397 diesel-type coal loader
1     Lionel 436 power station
1     Lionel 438 signal tower
1     Lionel 840 industrial power station
1     Lionel 12915 "164" log loader
6     Lionel 12943 illuminated station platform
1     Lionel 14134 "182" magnetic crane
1     Lionel 22918 locomotive backshop
1     Lionel 32905 Lionel factory
1     Lionel 49807 Flyer 752 Seaboard coaler

ACCESSORIES

Top: Prewar Lionel
tinplate accessories
weren’t purely the
fantasy of Lionel’s
product designers.
You can see
Lionel’s nos. 115
and 116 city 
stations in the lines
of this Southern
Pacific station in
San Jose, Calif. 
Southern Pacific Co.

Bottom: Lionel’s 
no. 438 switch
tower clearly
shares the pagoda-
style roof and
framework of this
tower in
Winchester, Ind.
Linn Westcott 

Any O gauge track
plan entitled “The
Works” needs to
include a model of
the Jersey Central’s
Blue Comet. This
two-tone blue
beauty, an all-time
toy train favorite,
sped between
Jersey City and
Atlantic City in the
years before World
War II. Don Wood


